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Abstract. The Service Component Architecture (SCA) is a set of specifications
which defines a model in which components may interact by means of services.
SCA is supported by major software vendors due to its several advantages, such
as technology independence and portability. However, SCA in its current form
does not address components substitutability, one of the goals of the Service-
Oriented Architectures style. This paper discusses this limitation and proposes
a set of extensions to SCA in order to manage dynamic substitutability of ser-
vices and their life cycle, which allows components to change service providers
at run-time whenever they need to. These extensions are validated by NaSCAr,
an iPOJO-based tool which enables the dynamic deployment and adaptation of
SCA composites on the OSGi service platform.

Keywords: SCA, Software Engineering, Service-Oriented Architectures,
Component-Based Design, Dynamic Adaptability.

1 Introduction

Structuring systems as interacting components is the result of years of research in
software engineering [1][2]. It is also one of the solutions proposed in order to deal
with software scalability, evolution, and complexity issues. Component-Based Design
(CBD) [3] and Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) [4] are two software engineering
approaches widely used for structuring systems. The former primes for the separation
of concerns, independence between software units, and explicit functional dependen-
cies; while the latter defines a communication model between software units based on
the provision and the consumption of entities called services, resulting in increased
scalability and decreased integration issues.

Although these two approaches address different concerns [5], service oriented com-
ponent models (SOCMs) are component models which conciliate both paradigms.
Service-oriented components interact through the requirement and provision of services
[6]. SOCMs merge modularity and separation of concerns of the CBD approach with
loose coupling, late binding and substitutability of the SOA approach. It is also worth to
mention that most of SOCM frameworks deal automatically with dynamism issues and
SOA basic mechanisms (such as service publication, discovery and selection), allowing
developers to focus on applications business logic. Some examples are Declarative Ser-
vices [6], iPOJO [7], and the Service Component Architecture (SCA) model [8]. Among
the existing SOCMs today, only SCA proposes a technology-independent model, since
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all the others target OSGi and Java consequently. SCA targets business solutions and
provides a programming model that allows exploiting many SOA benefits.

The service-oriented approach can be extended to incorporate dynamic (i.e. at run-
time) modifications regarding software architecture. Dynamic evolutions are motivated
by the need of updating software without interrupting its execution and adapting it to
context changes (for instance, to substitute software components by others more appro-
priate in a given moment) [9][10]. Generally, dynamic service frameworks allow com-
ponents to be deployed, updated, and stopped without interrupting both the platforms
on which the application is executed and the services that are not related to the adapta-
tion. In the context of network devices, some examples of dynamic service platforms are
Apache River 1, Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [12], Devices Profile for Web Services
(DPWS) [13], and the OSGi Service platform [14]. Most SOCMs integrate dynamism on
their models, allowing components to be installed and uninstalled at runtime. As com-
ponents are dynamically deployed and undeployed, their services must be respectively
published and unpublished. By this, components may consume the same service from
different providers during its execution. However, this feature is not enabled in SCA,
where links between components are indicated statically in a configuration file.

This paper provides a SCA extension which supports components binding dynamic
reconfiguration. Just as SCA, the extension is technology-independent, which allows
developers to implement it on the top of any dynamic service platform and even switch
between different platforms depending on the context of the execution (e.g. using a
particular technology to bind devices located on the same network and a different one
which fits better for distributed applications).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an outline of
the SCA model. Section 3 presents a set of extensions for dynamism issues, whose im-
plementation and validation are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 relates the extensions
presented in this paper with other solutions. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and
presents our perspectives for future works.

2 Service Component Architecture

The Service Component Architecture (SCA) [8] was created in 2005 by a group of
major software vendors, such as IBM and Oracle. This group was called the Open SOA
Collaboration and it aimed to create a programming model to facilitate the development
of service-oriented applications. SCA specification core has four major parts:

– the Assembly specification defines components packaging, composition and wires.
Components assembly is defined outside implementation code, which increases
software reuse.

– the Client and Implementation Model specification defines how services must be
accessed and packaged for each programming language. This mechanism allows
SCA components to be technology-independent.

– the Binding specification defines mechanisms for accessing components. It allows
SCA to be independent from communication protocols.

1 Available at http://river.apache.org, based on Sun’s ancient Jini [11] platform.

http://river.apache.org
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– the Policy Framework specification defines policies for quality of service (QoS)
aspects. These QoS attributes are defined outside the code.

The main entities of the SCA assembly model are software components. A component
is a configured instance of an implementation, which may implement or not business
functions. Components may interact with each other by means of a set of abstractions.
The ones that implement business functions may expose them as services. Services
are composed by operations which may be accessed by component’s clients. Service
description depends on the technology used to implement the component (Java in-
terfaces for Java implementations, WSDL for BPEL implementations and so forth).
Components may consume services from other components by means of references,
which contain the operations that the component needs to invoke. A reference is linked
to a service through an abstraction called wire. Components can be combined into
larger logical constructs called composites. Component services and references can be
promoted to composite services and references, allowing them to be visible to other
composites. This assembly is described in a configuration file which uses a XML-like
language called Service Component Definition Language. Non-functional aspects in
SCA can be specified in two ways. The first one is the policy sets, which holds one or
more policies. A policy is a constraint or capability which can be applied to a com-
ponent or to an interaction between components, and which is expressed in a concrete
form. An example of a policy is Encryption, which can be described by WS-Policy as-
sertions and be applied to service interactions. The second way is by means of intents,
which are high-level abstract forms of policies, independent of configuration. An exam-
ple of an intent is confidentiality, which indirectly means that the developer must use a
policy set containing an encryption policy.

An application contains one or more composites. Component implementations and
the artifacts necessary for their deployment are packaged into contributions (typically,
a zip archive containing a file that lists deployable composites). At runtime, composites
and components are contained in a domain, which corresponds to a set of SCA runtimes
from a specific SCA vendor managed by a single group. In the context of distributed
applications, the domain is responsible for defining how components from different
machines (but in the same domain) will communicate. Components and composites
are limited to one domain, but they may communicate with applications outside their
domain through the protocols defined on the bindings of their services and references.

3 Dynamic Binding Extensions for SCA

Several implementations and runtimes for SCA are available, including open source
projects such as Apache Tuscany2, Fabric33, the already extinct Newton project, and
OW2 FraSCAti [16]. One of the most remarkable features of the SCA specification is
that it allows for developers to extend its assembly model for supporting new implemen-
tations, bindings, and interfaces. In this section, a set of SCA extensions is presented.
These extensions enable SCA components to deal with dynamism and its related issues,
such as life cycle management.

2 Available at http://tuscany.apache.org
3 Available at http://fabric3.org

http://tuscany.apache.org
http://fabric3.org
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3.1 Motivations

Typically, an application which follows the service-oriented architecture model is a sys-
tem with three main elements: service registries that store service descriptions and asso-
ciate them with their respective providers; service providers, which implement business
functions and publish the description of its services in a service register; and service
consumers, which query the registry to find a required service. This three-part archi-
tecture enables loose coupling and late binding, as consumers only know the service
descriptors and through this description they may invoke operations on any service im-
plementation which provides this service [17].

In SCA, this model consists basically of service providers and service consumers.
Developers must inform which provider is bound to a given reference inside a com-
posite, through an abstraction called wire. The auto-wire feature in the SCA Assembly
Model enables the automatic wiring of references to services, but it is limited to services
and references inside the same composite. Thus, if a developer wants to bind a reference
with services from other composites, this must be done manually at design time. Fur-
thermore, since there is no registry to publish services, a composite has no knowledge
of other composites which are not included on its description, and thus can not establish
wires towards them. In addition, the auto-wire feature does not have a selection mecha-
nism in order to filter service providers and to find the best fit service. A solution based
on the dynamic update of the composite files could improve the flexibility of SCA ap-
plications; however, the developers would still need to modify the composite files and
know all the composites present in the system.

3.2 Dynamic Binding Extension

Dynamic Publication and Discovery. The Dynamic Binding Extension proposed in
this work is an extension to the SCA Assembly Model allowing providers to publish
their services and for consumers to query for and select services implementations. This
is done by adding three concepts to SCA: service registry, filters and service properties.

<sca:component name="DigitalSecurityCamera">
<sca:implementation.java class="com.video.Camera"/>
<sca:service name="MotionImageService">
<interface.java interface="IFrameService.java" />
<xdyn:binding.dynamic>

<xdyn:property name="frameRate" value="30" />
<xdyn:property name="resolution" value="640x480" />

</xdyn:binding.dynamic>
</sca:service>
<sca:service name="PanTiltZoomService">
<interface.java interface="IPTZService.java" />
<xdyn:binding.dynamic>

<xdyn:property name="panAngle" value="180" />
<xdyn:property name="tiltAngle" value="90" />
<xdyn:property name="zoomRatio" value="10" />

</xdyn:binding.dynamic>
</sca:service>

</component>
Listing 1: SCA Dynamic Binding Extension - Service Publication
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Listing 1 shows the configuration of a component which publishes two services through
the dynamic binding extension. The first one, named MotionImageService, has a Java
interface called IFrameService as service description. Along with the description, two
properties are published in the registry: its frame rate and its resolution. Similarly, the
second service, called PanTiltZoomService and described by Java interface IPTZSer-
vice, is published with information related to its covering angle and zoom ratio.

Listing 2 exemplifies a query for the IFrameService in the service registry. This query
contains an LDAP filter expression4. For instance, although the service description is
the same, this query would not return the service depicted in Listing 1, due to the fact
that it searches for cameras whose resolution is 800x600, and not 640x480.

<sca:component name="MotionDetector">
<sca:implementation.java class="com.module.MotionDetector"/>
<sca:reference name="MotionImageReference">
<interface.java interface="IFrameService.java" />
<xdyn:binding.dynamic>

<xdyn:filter ldap:query="(&(resolution=‘800x600’)(frameRate>15))"/>
<xdyn:binding.dynamic>

</sca:reference>
</sca:component>

Listing 2: SCA Dynamic Binding Extension - Service Active Discovery

The binding.dynamic element can be used on services and references. Two types of ser-
vice registries are used: a local service registry, whose scope is limited to unpromoted
services inside the composite; and a global service registry, whose scope
includes the whole SCA domain, allowing references to invoke services from other
composites. Besides this scope rule, very few assumptions are made about the reg-
istries: first, registries are passive, that is, instead of pushing information to the com-
ponents, it awaits components query; second, their query take as input an interface I1

and a set of contraints C and must return a set of service references whose interfaces
I2 ⊇ I1 and whose set of properties satisfies C; and third, the access to the registry
is somehow synchronized, that is, at any given instant t, at most one component is
accessing the registry, either for publishing, unpublishing or for querying. SCA’s auto-
wire feature could have been used to bind references to services intra-composite, but it
does not contain mechanisms for filtering service providers. When used on services, the
binding.dynamic element has the following sub-nodes and attributes, here presented in
XPath notation:

– (service/)binding.dynamic: this binding type informs the SCA runtime that this
service must be published in the service registry. This publication respects SCA’s
visibility rules: if the published service is not promoted, it can solely be found by
references contained in the same composite; however, promoted services can be
found by other composites inside the domain.

– (service/)binding.dynamic/property (Optional): This element is optional and iden-
tifies an exported property. Based on the exported properties, service consumers
may select an implementation among the potential service providers. A service

4 LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) is a protocol for accessing information ser-
vices over IP networks [18].
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published without any property can only be selected by references which do not
specify filters. Services may publish more than one property.

– (service/)binding.dynamic/property/@name: Name of the property.
– (service/)binding.dynamic/property/@value: Value of the property.

In turn, when used on a reference, the binding.dynamic element has the following at-
tributes and nodes:

– (reference/)binding.dynamic: Through this binding type, components inform the
SCA runtime that this reference will be dynamically wired to a service. This service
may be provided by components from the same composite or from other composites
inside the domain (promoted references only). In the first case, the framework looks
for services published in the local service registry; the global service registry is used
only in the second case.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/filter: This element is optional and identifies a filter
for performing service selection based on the properties exported by the services.
If no filter is specified, any provider can be bound to the corresponding reference.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/filter/@expression: The query to be executed over
the service providers properties. In the example, filters are expressed in LDAP syn-
tax, but other types of filter/query expressions can be used.

As we add the capabilities of dynamic component deployment5, service selection and
service substitutability, references may end up with no services to get linked to. Next
subsections introduce others aspects which must be taken considered for dynamic
service-oriented composites and their corresponding elements in the proposed SCA
extension.

Components Life Cycle: Since references may not find matching services at runtime,
the concept of valid and invalid components was introduced in SCA. A SCA valid
component is a SCA component which has all its references satisfied; otherwise, it is
considered as invalid. Although at deployment time it is not known whether a com-
ponent is valid or not (it depends on the already deployed components), only valid
components may publish services. Not all references might be necessary to activate a
given component though. This type of reference is called optional. Thus, revisiting the
definition of a valid SCA component, a SCA valid component is a component whose
mandatory (i.e. non-optional) references are all satisfied (that is, have a service which
matches its interface and its defined filters); otherwise, the component is considered in-
valid. These concepts are represented in Figure 1 as a SCA components life cycle state
diagram.

The initial and final states correspond to the moments when a SCA component is
respectively added to and removed from the SCA domain (i.e., installed/uninstalled in
the SCA runtime platform). Started components can be either valid or invalid (transi-
tions 1 and 2, respectively), depending on the services which are present on the domain.

5 For sake of simplicity, from this point on the term component is used for both components and
composites, since composites may be seen as components of components.
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Fig. 1. SCA Components Life Cycle

Only valid components become active (transition 3), that is, it may publish and consume
services. As components may be dynamically installed and uninstalled in the platform,
active components may eventually become invalid (transition 4). The component then
has two options: either it waits until a new provider of its unsatisfied mandatory refer-
ences is deployed in the SCA domain (transition 5), or it is stopped (transition 6), eras-
ing its published services from service registries and releasing its consumed services.
Active services that are stopped by an administrator must also pass by the transition 4
before their full stop. Components may also be updated: in that case, components are
first invalidated, stopped and then a new version is started.

Another concept added to the SCA Dynamic Binding Extension that affects compo-
nents life cycle is that of a blocking reference. Its semantics are slightly different from
optional references: as optional references, the absence of a blocking reference do not
invalidate a component; however, when the service corresponding to a blocking refer-
ence is invoked inside the component, it is blocked (transition 7) either until a service
that corresponds to its requirements is published or until a given timeout. In the first
case, the service is revalidated (transition 8), whereas in the second case the service is
invalidated afterwards (transition 9).

Since SCA allows informing whether a reference is optional by means of its mul-
tiplicity, an element was included in the SCA Dynamic Binding Extension to specify
blocking references.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/@blocking: A boolean field that informs whether a
component reference is blocking or not. This field is optional and its default value
is FALSE.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/@timeout: A field that indicates how long the plat-
form must wait before invalidating a blocking reference. This field is only present
if there is also a blocking field in the reference. If this field is not informed, the
platform will keep the component blocked until a new matching service is found.

Service-Level Dependencies: Missing references may also indirectly affect provided
services. For instance, if a component has a reference towards an email service and pro-
vides a service which sends reports to company shareholders. The fact that no email ser-
vice is present at the platform should consequently imply that the report dispatch service
should not be published, as it will not work. This is called a service-level dependency.
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Although the SCA specification does not address this issue, the SCA Dynamic Binding
Extension does, by means of the following elements:

– (service/)binding.dynamic/dependency: In this sub-element, developers describe
which references a given service depends on. More than one dependency element
can be described for a given service.

– (service/)binding.dynamic/dependency/@ref name: This field indicates the name
of the reference that the service depends on. This name must match exactly with
one existing component reference.

A service can only be published in the service registry if all its dependencies are sat-
isfied. That means, for instance, that components may not have all of their services
published in a given instant. They may also be active and do not publish any of their
services due to dependency on optional or blocking references.

Life Cycle Management Callbacks: In several SOCMs, changes in components’ life
cycle generate events that are treated by callbacks. Although SCA itself has a callback
mechanism, it is not related to components’ and services’ life cycle (SCA does not
contain a life cycle model); it is used instead to provide bi-directional asynchronous
services. Callbacks corresponding to changes in the life cycle of components and ser-
vices can be indicated in the SCA Dynamic Binding Extension. Today, two event types
are taken into account in the extension: Reference binding/unbinding and service regis-
tration/unregistration6. The following elements correspond to the definition of life cycle
management callbacks:

– (service/)binding.dynamic/lccallback: In this sub-element, developers indicate
callbacks corresponding to changes in the service life cycle (registered/ unregis-
tered).

– (service/)binding.dynamic/lccallback/@event: Event type the callback refers to.
Two types are possible here: REGISTER and UNREGISTER. At most one callback
can be specified to each type of event.

– (service/)binding.dynamic/lccallback/@handler: The function (or method, or
procedure, depending on the language that is being used to implement the com-
ponent) that must be called in case of the given event.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/lccallback: In this sub-element, developers indicate
callbacks corresponding to changes in the state of component references. Compo-
nents references state directly affects components’ life cycle, because components
validation depends on it.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/lccallback/@event: In this field, developers must
specify the event type the callback refers to. Two types are possible here: BIND
and UNBIND. At most one callback can be specified to each type of event.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/lccallback/@handler: Similar to services’ callback
handler field, the developer can specify the function that must be called in case of
the given event.

6 The component validation/invalidation could also be taken into account, but SCA current spec-
ifications do not allow us to introduce component-level data.
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Service Level Agreements: Service Level Agreement (SLA) is an agreement estab-
lished between the service consumer and provider, associated with a specific service
specification, whose negotiated quality of service guarantees are enforced and moni-
tored at runtime [19]. The Dynamic Binding Extension allows the expression of con-
tracts from both service providers and consumers. When a service consumer reference
specifies a contract, only service providers who have specified a contract can be linked
to them. The framework will then analyze both contracts and establish an agreement for
the service utilization. SLAs can be specified by means of the following elements:

– (service/)binding.dynamic/sla: Through this sub-element, developers indicate that
the service provided has a contract.

– (service/)binding.dynamic/sla/@contract: In this field, developers specify the file
containing the service contract.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/sla: Through this sub-element, developers indicate
that the reference has an associated contract and that it will only get bound to ser-
vices which also have a contract.

– (reference/)binding.dynamic/sla/@contract: Similarly to its service counterpart,
this field specifies the file which contains the reference contract.

Several languages exist for specifying SLA contracts, such as WSLA [20] and SLAng
[21]. Different implementations of the extension may support different SLA languages.

4 Implementation and Validation

4.1 Dynamic Deployment and Substitution of SCA Components

A proof-of-concept implementation of the extension presented above was created on top
of the OSGi Service Platform [14]. Instead of developing an extension to a static SCA
runtime, it was preferred to create a tool to parse SCA composites and deploy them as
dynamic components in the OSGi Platform. This way, the OSGi Service Registry could
be used to bind services and references from different composites dynamically.

Composites promoted services containing a dynamic binding are published in the
OSGi Service Registry with an special property that enables the differentiation between
OSGi and SCA services. Consequently, SCA and non-SCA applications can be hosted
on the same platform and virtual machine, which could decrease the cost of invocations
to external applications through Java-based bindings. Since non-promoted references
can only be bound to services inside the composite, and the composite is a static unit
of deployment (new components cannot be dynamically added to a composite), the
resolution of non-promoted references can be performed before its execution.

The tool that deploys SCA contributions onto the OSGi platform is called NaSCAr 7,
and it uses the iPOJO’s component model and composite API to create OSGi bundles
that provide and require SCA services. Contributions may be conditioned into artifacts
such as zip files (as preconized in SCA standard) or OSGi bundles, which allows to
benefit from OSGi deployment tools like Apache ACE, OBR and Eclipse P2. NaSCAr
parses the contribution file to identify deployable composites; then, for each composite
file, it creates its containing components and includes them inside an iPOJO composite.

7 NaSCAr stands for “Not another SCA runtime”.
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IPOJO composites have their own internal service registry and may publish and discover
services published by other composites, which corresponds exactly to the behavior ex-
pected for the SCA Dynamic Binding Extension.

Mapping concepts from SCA and the SCA Dynamic Binding Extension to iPOJO is
very straightforward. IPOJO already contains the basic SCA concepts, such as compos-
ites, components, services, references (known in iPOJO as dependencies), properties,
and services and references promotions (which are presented in the iPOJO API as Ex-
ported and Imported services respectively). The ‘optional reference’ flag and life cycle
callbacks from the SCA Dynamic Binding Extensions are already present in iPOJO
dependencies. Same for service properties, which are native from the OSGi Service
Platform service layer. Blocking services are implemented by using iPOJO’s Temporal
Dependency handler. SLA support is based on the works of Touseau et al. [15]. Service-
level dependencies combine two iPOJO mechanisms: service callbacks and service con-
trollers. In fact, NaSCAr instruments the component class byte-code in order to inject
two methods: the first is invoked every time a service is bound to the component refer-
ence; the second is called when a consumed service is unregistered (respectively “bind”
and “unbind” callback methods). In addiction, a boolean field is added to the class; this
field, called service controller, indicates whether a service must be registered or not, i.e.
setting this field to true causes a service to be registered, and it is automatically unreg-
istered when the same field is set to false. Thus, NaSCAr injects a bind (and unbind)
method associated to the reference indicated by a given service that sets the controller
field linked to the latter to true (and false, respectively).

Currently, IPOJO has one strong limitation: components and composites may publish
at most one service. Consequently, as NaSCAr is currently based on iPOJO, only SCA
components and composites that contain at most one service may be deployed.

4.2 Evaluation

NaSCAr processes composites in three stages: first, it parses the contributions com-
posite files and creates an object model representation of the applications’ assembly;
then it creates iPOJO composites from this representation; finally, it starts composites
instances in the OSGi platform. Its real (uncompressed) bundle size is 79.7 kB (where
17.4 KB correspond to classes used to represent the SCA component model and 40.9
KB correspond to the implementation itself). NaSCAr publishes a service in the OSGi
registry which contains four operations: deploy, undeploy, list and info. A second mod-
ule, NaSCAr-Shell, retrieves this service and enables the deployment of SCA compos-
ites by means of Apache Karaf Shell commands.

NaSCAr was tested against a container microbenchmark available at https://
github.com/rouvoy/container-benchmark. This benchmark is composed
by a Fibonacci calculator application: a client invokes a method on the Fibonacci cal-
culator object which returns the nth member of the Fibonacci series (n being a method
parameter). The microbenchmark is based on Google Caliper microbenchmark frame-
work, which is responsible for running the benchmark and publishing its results. Figure
2 shows the microbenchmark application architecture for the different tested containers.

https://github.com/rouvoy/container-benchmark
https://github.com/rouvoy/container-benchmark
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Fig. 2. Microbenchmark application architecture

A standard Java version of the benchmark follows the architecture style (a): a client
is connected directly to the Fibonacci implementation. An OSGi application would fit
the architecture style (b): the client must first retrieve the service implementation in or-
der to access the object and directly invoke the service. NaSCAr, SCA containers and
iPOJO follow the architecture style (c): the implementation has a membrane which is
automatically created and managed by the container based on the component’s metadata.

Figure 3 presents a chart in logarithmic scale containing results of the benchmark in
terms of ns/service call and a comparison with results obtained by the standard Java,
OSGi, iPOJO (simple components with direct injection), Apache Tuscany and OW2
Frascati SCA runtimes (with request scope) versions. A detailed version of the bench-
mark, containing the execution times and a complete description of the environment is
available at http://microbenchmarks.appspot.com/user/jcamerico
@gmail.com. NaSCAr presents a slightly higher overhead compared to iPOJO and
OSGi components, due to the fact that components’ services and references must be
respectively exported and imported by the iPOJO composite that wraps them.

Fig. 3. Microbenchmark results

4.3 Case Study

The following use case illustrates the dynamic reconfiguration capabilities of the SCA
Dynamic Binding Extension and its implementation on NaSCAr. The example repre-
sents a building automation application where devices (sensors and actuators) can be
installed and uninstalled (e.g. faulty or powered-out devices) in rooms without inter-
rupting the application’s execution. This example focuses on the lighting control (which

http://microbenchmarks.appspot.com/user/jcamerico@gmail.com
http://microbenchmarks.appspot.com/user/jcamerico@gmail.com
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depends on the presence of persons in a given room), the light intensity (for optimal vi-
sual comfort) and room occupancy schedule.

In the lighting control application, each instance of the ‘Room Lighting Manager’
(RLM) component manages a room or a hall section. A singleton instance of the ‘Build-
ing Lighting Manager’ (BLM) component coordinates the RLM component instances
through a reference towards the Room Lighting Service provided by them. A RLM in-
stance is active if there is at least one active actuator for its corresponding room. RLM
and actuators are bound by means of services too. These actuators can be, for example,
UPnP and DPWS devices implementing the SwitchPower and DimmingLight services
described in the UPnP Lighting Control standard profile. RLMs are also bound to sen-
sors, in order to detect human presence and luminosity. These presence sensing devices
could be either UPnP Digital Security Cameras or motion sensors. Luminosity sen-
sors can be implemented with photo-resistors. Optionally, the system may connect to
a Google Calendar component, in order to verify a room occupancy schedule and turn
the lights on in case of an event scheduled for a given time.
Since sensors and actuators can be dynamically added, removed, turned on and off,
RLMs can not establish a static wire towards their services. In addition, its Room Light-
ing Service depends on the presence of actuators, which characterizes a service-level
dependency. The BLM also needs dynamic bindings towards RLMs, as their may reg-
ister and unregister their services during the system execution.

In order to connect UPnP devices in SCA, a tool called UPnPServiceFactory was de-
veloped. It is implemented by a SCA composite whose components serve as proxy with
UPnP. In total, 54 proxy classes were generated for different devices service interfaces.
49 of these proxy classes correspond to the services described by the UPnP Forum Stan-
dard Specifications. After the code generation, classes are conditioned in bundles.The
code generation is based on XSTL stylesheets. Figure 4 illustrates the complete use-
case architecture.

Fig. 4. Use Case Application Architecture
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5 Related Work

In the CBD approach, software components are independent software units, which
are composed in order to build a complete system, with contractually specified in-
terfaces and explicit context dependencies. Dynamic adaptation can be performed us-
ing late binding mechanisms, which allows coupling components at runtime through
well-defined interfaces [3]. Service-oriented component models, such as iPOJO[7] and
Declarative Services[6] are good alternatives for creating dynamically adaptable soft-
ware, but they are OSGi (and consequently Java)-based. Although SCA is considered
as being a technology-agnostic service-oriented component model, no works about dy-
namic availability have been done until now. In fact, SCA may offer some forms of
dynamism (mechanisms that change references in case of absence of a given reference,
for instance). But those solutions are extremely limited due to the use of statically-
defined wires between services and references. In addition, most dynamic features are
considered as some of many possible behaviors in the SCA specification.

Pautasso et al. have classified in [22] the different bindings types between service
providers and consumers. According to their definition, SCA wires would constitute a
binding by reference, since developers must inform the component and the service to
be invoked. The auto-wire feature in SCA would turn this binding model more flexible,
just like a binding by constraint, where the binding specifies a set of services S. In
this model, each service s ∈ S satisfies the set of constraints C. In this specific case,
C includes two constraints: 1) the services must have the same interface and 2) the
services must be in the same composite. The dynamic binding extension removes the
second constraint and enables developers to customize the set of constraints.

The use of service registries instead of static links increases software flexibility and
component substitutability. The OSGi-based service-oriented component models use
them in several different ways, either locally or remotely (as defined by the OSGi Re-
mote Services specification and implemented by frameworks such as ROSE [23] and
R-OSGi[24]). Non OSGi-based Java applications may benefit from the advantages of
a service registry by means of POJOSR8, an implementation of the OSGi service layer
without the modularity concerns.

The Service Abstract Machine (SAM) [25] is a virtual service platform which ad-
dresses incompatibilities among different service-oriented technologies. It creates a
global and homogeneous state that wraps different machines and platforms dynami-
cally. Just like SCA, it supports several different technologies. Differently of SAM,
SCA developers need only to perform the component assembly, leaving concepts such
as “instances” and “service objects” to the runtime and its technology specific
implementations.

FraSCAti, a SCA implementation based on the Fractal component model, enables
dynamic reconfiguration of components by means of computational reflection [16].
However, this application reconfiguration is performed by means of an API and fol-
lows the standard SCA style, where we must specify the source and the target of each
wire. So, the burden of substituting a component by another is entirely on the assembler.
Our approach to dynamic reconfiguration applies the late binding paradigm: rewiring

8 Available at http://pojosr.googlecode.com

http://pojosr.googlecode.com
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is automatic and based on a selection among the available services. CEVICHE[26], a
framework which enables the runtime adaptation of web services partner links and ac-
tivities within a business process, is based on FraSCAti. Recently, FraSCAti has added
OSGi support, which allows components to publish and discover services. The dynamic
binding extension however is not bound to OSGi and can be implemented in other tech-
nologies. TuSCAny and Fabric3 do not present dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms.

When a query returns more than one service provider, NaSCAr just injects either
an unsorted list of all implementations or the first implementation of the list. Bottaro
and Hall [27] have extended the Declarative Services component model by adding a
utility function-based mechanism for ranking services. This utility function is based on
published service properties. Injected service providers may be dynamically substituted
by newly deployed services whose rank are higher than the former ones.

6 Conclusions and Perspectives

SCA is a technology-agnostic service-oriented component model which combines ben-
efits from the SOA and CBD approaches, such as late binding and loose coupling. SCA
focuses on the hierarchical assembly of components independently of the technology
they use, which increases reuse and decrease development cost. However, SCA does
not address dynamic reconfiguration, which limits its use on several domains of appli-
cations. This paper proposed a set of extensions for the SCA model in order to address
this issue. These extensions were implemented by a tool that generates iPOJO compos-
ites from SCA composites, called NaSCAr. NaSCAr presented a very small overhead
compared to other SCA runtimes. Differently of the currently most used open source
SCA runtimes, NaSCAr targets memory and space-limited devices, as pictured in the
use case. Nonetheless, it still has some limitations: for instance, since it is based on
iPOJO, components may provide at most one service. This issue could be overcome if
NaSCAr was based directly on the OSGi API, but the latter does not present a hierar-
chical composition model onto which SCA composites may be mapped.

Future works include taking into account other policies related to composites life-
cycle. For instance, since NaSCAr composites may be dynamically started and stopped,
some components could keep its state before being stopped, or transfer its state to an-
other instance of the same composite. It is also important to enable an extension mech-
anism for allowing NaSCAr to deploy custom implementation and binding types.

Acknowledgements. The authors would like to acknowledge the OW2 FraSCAti team
for their comments and their support on the container benchmark.
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